1-6. Label each animal below with its habitat from the word box.

- [ ] Polar bear
- [ ] Sloth
- [ ] Raccoon
- [ ] Whale
- [ ] Frog

7. A _____ is the place an animal naturally lives and grows.
   a. adaptation    b. habitat    c. house    d. zoo

8. __________ help animals survive in their habitat.
   a. babies    b. dreams    c. adaptations    d. environments

9. Animals must get food and _____ from their habitat.
   a. fun    b. water    c. medicine    d. trees

10. True or False: A habitat must meet the needs of an animal in order for it to survive.
   [ ] True
   [ ] False

11. If you take a frog from a pond and move it to the arctic, will it survive? Why or why not?
   [ ] Yes, because it is adapted to colder environments.
   [ ] No, because it cannot survive in cold temperatures.
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